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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBER\VOLFACH

Tag u n g s be r ich t 42 / 1989

Topalogische Methoden in der Gruppentheorie

1. 10. bis 7. 10. 1989

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von R. Bieri {Frankfurt}, K. S. Brown Uthaca}

und K. W. Gruenberg (Landon) statt. Inhaltlich knüpfte sie an die gleichnamige

Tagung im juni 1986 an. In der Zwischenzeit haben die topologischen - und

allgemeiner, geometrischen - Methoden in der Gruppentheorie weiterhin kräftig

zugelegt. Richtungsweisender Antrieb war u. a. das Werk von Gromov über

Hyperbolizität. Etliche der Tagungsteilnehmer hatten sich im Rahmen des

Programms "Combinatorial group theory and geometrf' am Mathematical

Science Research Institute in Berkeley mit der Gromov'schen Theorie und deren

Verallgemeinerung auseinandergesetzt.

Dies kam auch in den 28 Vorträgen zum Ausdruck. Auf der methodischen Seite

stand die Operation von Gruppen auf CW-Komplexen, Gebäuden, IR-Bäumen etc.

im Vordergrund. Die behandelten Gegenstände lassen sich den folgenden

Stichworten zuordnen: Hyperbolizität (hyperbolische und automatische Gruppen,

IR- Bäume und non-standard Analysis, etc.) Endlichkeitsbedingungen {Arithmetische

Gruppen, endliche Präsentierbarkeit, PL- Homöomorphismengruppen, Automor

phismengruppen, geometrische Invariante} Endentheorie, Gruppencohomologie,

homologische Aspekte der Darstellungstheorie und Gruppentheoretische

Methoden in der Topologie.

Der letzte Halbtag wurde dazu genutzt, Vermutungen und 'offene Fragen

vorzustell~n.Diese sind - soweit sie von den Problemstellern ausformuliert wurden -

im Anhang zu den Vortragsauszügen zusammengestellt.
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Vortragsauszüge

H. ABELS

Finitenes8 conditions fer arithmetic groups

For locally compact topoJogical groups a sequence cf compactness conditions Cn~

n = 1. 2 ... is defined with the folJowing properties: •

C
t

holds iff the group has a compact set of generators~

C
2

holds iff the group has a compact presentation.

The follöwing theorem generalizes a theorem of Kneser <l964). Let G be a linear

algebraic group defined Qver a number field k and let 5 be a finite set of prime

divisors of k. Let r be the corresponding S-arithmetic group.

Theorem Given n, r has the finiteness property Fn U.e. there is a K{[. 1) wi~h

finite n-skeleton} iff GktJ is C
n

for every pES.

This theorem may be useful in solving the problem which S-arithmetic groups

(for non-reductive G) are F .
n

P. ABRAMENKO

Flnlteness propertles of SLnC!Fq [t]), SP2n(lFq [t]) and related arithmetlc groups

If [ is a group. denote by <pcr) the "finiteness length" tf>Crl: = max{ m E IN
o

I r

is of type Frn}' For the groups r SLn CIFq[t]) (n :<': 2) the following result was

proved by Abels and Abramenko: •
n - 2

2n - 2 (Abeis)

'f :<': { n-2 (n-2)
1 q 'k:; k (Abramenko)

Conjecture: For every Chevalley group G of rank r there exists a funGtion

f
G

: IN ~ IN such that <I>(GCII=q[t]») = r - 1 if q ~ fc{rL
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Having the methods of the proof of the above statement in mind it seems to

be likely that the conjecture can be deduced once the following problem is

solved:

Question: Let (G.B.N,Sl be a Tits system with finite Weyl group \V = (5).

D. the associated building with standard chamher Co' standard

apartment Ao and Co !;;; An the unique chamber opposite to Co'

Denote by P a standard parabolic subgroup B ~ P ~ G. When is the

subcomplex P' Co !:; t1 homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of

spheres of dimension 151 - 1?

Example: For G SPzn (IFql, n ~ 3 and q ~ 13 all subcomplexes of type

p . Co 6. are 1-connected (so they are 2-spherical if n = 3>' This

probably implies that in these cases the groups Sp Zn (IFq[t]) are

finitely presented.

A. ADEM

Exponents in the high dimensional cohomology of discrete groups.

I will discuss how the finite subgroups of a discrete group r of finite v.c.d. are

related to the torsion in iI·Cfl. We have a cohomological bound:

Theorem If f' c f is of finite c.d. and normal in r, then there exist classes

Y
1

, .•. , Yr(r> E H-C[/f', Z) such that

1\. Ir(r>
exp H Cf) .n__

t
exp Y. where r(f) = max {p-rank of H} .

p[IGI
Hcrfinlte

1\-The proof shows that torsion in H (f) is related to the finite subgroups cf f

in a much more suhtle way than previously thought. In fact we have:

Theorem There exist groups r of finite v.c.d. with torsion higher than

m = l.c.m. { IHI I H , r is finite}.
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R. BIERI

Action on ended Archimedean trees.

This grew out of joint work with Ralph Strebel. By an ended tree we mean a

semi-Iattice T whose segments [a, bJ = "{x E: T I a ~ x"~ b} are totally ordered.

T is Archimedean if each segment Ca, b] is given a length dCa, b) ~ 0 which is

additive and = 0 only when a = b. (T is essentially an IR-tree with a specified

end. For every group action 1: G ~ Aut(Tl there is an associated homomorphism

X
1

: G ~ IR. add by choosing a E T arbitrary and putting

X
1

(g) = cl(a 1\ g a, g a) - cl (a /" g a. a).

Let G be a group and x: G --1 lR
add

a homomorphism. Given a simplicial G-graph r
with a functi~n v: edg r ~ IR. satisfying v(g e) = X(g) + v(e), we give a simple

construction of an ended Archimedean G-tree T = T(G, v) with X
1

= X. In the

case when r is the Cayley graph we recover Ken Brown's description of the

/geometric invariant L.(G) in terms of IR -tree actions (lnvent. math. 90 (987),

p. 478>' In the case when r is a tree we find a description of L(G) in terms of

the L.-invariants of the stabilizers.

R. BOLTjE

Inductlon formulae far Mackey functorB, In partieular far the chara.cter ring of

a flnlte group, and their appllcatlons in number theory.

In 1946 R. Brauer proved the following existence theorem:

Theorem Each virtual character X of a finite group G can be expressed as

(.) X = L: Z1 ind ~ 'I'1
1 1

where ZI E Z, "1 ~ G. '1'1 a one-dimensional character of He

In 1986 V. Snaith gave an explicit formula (.) for any actual character (coming

from a representationl of G. He used topological methods and determined the

Z'IS in terms of Euler characteristics of certain spaces coming from the group

•
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of unitary matrices by taking suitable qUQtients.

Independently the author came up with a formula (:.) for any virtual character

by an algebraic description.

The question whether these two formulas coincide (at least) on irreducible

characters of G led to a more general approach by the comman language of

Mackey functors which covers both formulas and shows exactly the difference

and the relation between both.

C.J.B. BROOKES

FlDite presentabUlty and coadJolnt orbits of Ue groups.

The aim is to indicate how to generalize the Bieri-Neumann-Strebel invariant L

using maps of a finitely generated group to Lie groups other than IR. The unitary

representation theory provides the source of inspiration. Left invariant differential

I-forms on a Lie group correspond to elements of the cotangent space at the

identity and in representation theory it is common practice to consider coadjoint

orbits in the cotangent space. The easiest non-abelian example of a Lie group

is the Heisenberg group H of upper unitriangular real 3 x 3 matrices; the

orbits are simple to describe geometrically and they parametrizt:: its unitary

dual. A condition analogous to the one for L conceming antipodal points

proves to be necessary for the finite presentability of a finitely generated

group containing 00 oon-abelian free subgroups. There remains the problem of

calculation.
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K.S. BROWN

Rewriting systems and homology

Let G be a group or monoid which is presented by means of a complete rewriting

system. Then one can use the resulting normal forms to "collapse" the classifying

space of G to a quotient complex of the same homotopy type. This leads to an

explicit free resolution of Z over ZG, similar to one obtained by Anick, Groves,

and Squier. If the rewriting system is finite, then the resolution has only

finitely many generators in each dimension.

J. F. CARLSON

ProJect1ve resolutions and Poinc~ dua11ty complexes

Joint work with David Henson.

Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 and let G be a finite group of p-rank n.

We investigate the relationship between the structure of the cohomology ring

H· (G,k) and the spectral sequences associated to certain Poincare duality

complexes. Each complex is determined by a set Cl' ... , C
n

of homogeneous

elements such that H- (G,k) is a finitely generated module over the subring

generated by the elements. Partieularly nice results are obtained when the

cohomoJogy ring is Cohen-Macaulay. Evidence suggests several interesting

eonstructions in the general case. •
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R. CHARNEY

An appllcatloD of Gromov's work to Coxeter groups

We consider piecewise flat metrics on a manifold M. If these have non-positive

curvature (in the sense of Gromov) then M is aspherical. If, in addition, M is

compact, then n
l
(M) is hyperbolic. Ta determine whether curvature (M) ~ 0,

it suffices to check whether links of points in M (which topologically are

spheres, but metrically may be quite strange) are "Iarge". The link is said to

be "Iarge" if it has curvature ~ 1 and all closed geodesics have length ~ 21t.

Interesting examples occur when M is a branched cover of a Riemannian

manifold, in which case the links in M are branched covers of the standard

sphere Sn.

Motivated by this, we consider metric spheres ~n, acted on by a group of

isometries G, such that Sn/G is the standard 'sphere S,n. CExample: G = index 2

subgroup in a finite reflection group). For n = 2 and 3, we give precise criteria

for when Sn is large.

J. CHISWELL

R-trees and degeneration of hyperbolle 8pace.

Let G be a finitely generated group, ~(G) the space of discrete and faithful

representations G ~ Isom. (IHn>. where IHn is n-dimensional real hyperbolic

space land the "+" denotes orientation-preserving isometries}, up to conjugation.

Margan and Shalen have shown that ~(G) has a compactification in which the

ideal points are given by actions of G on IR -trees. Aversion of this result has

been given by Bestvina, using Gromov's construction of a limit of a sequence

of metric spaces. By generalizing the van den Dries /Wilkie version of Gromov's

construction, using non-standard models of the reals, one can simplify part of

Bestvina's argument.
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F. T. FAllRELL

Topological versus smooth rigldity

Mostow showed that any two compaet hyperbolie manifolds with isomorphie

fundamental groups are diffeomorphic. For dimension > 2 he eonstrueted an

isometry. Together with the work on harmonie maps hy Eells and Sampson

and by Schoen and Yau and the stahle results of Cheeger and Gromov, this

led to the following conjecture:

Lawson-Yau Conjecture: Any two compaet negatively eurved manifolds with

isomorphie fundamental groups are diffeomorphic.

Lowell jones and I prove that they are homeomorphie provided their dimension

"t 3 and 4. We also construet counterexamples showing they are not always

diffeomorphie.

R. GEOGHEGAN

Higher order end structure of groups

The "higher order end structure" of a f. p. infinite group G [e.g. the structure

of HnCG. ZG). the question of whether G is semistable etc.] is known to be

related to shape theory. One believes (and sometimes ODe knows) that a

compaetifying set can be added to the universal cover of a niee K(G,H whose

algebraic topology is a model for the end strueture of G. •

Three new theorems in this area will be described. I will talk about how to

translate these theorems from the language of topology to the language of

group theory (or vice versal.
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P. GREENBEIlG

Piecewlse SL2Z geometry In the plane

In the past several years, a group G of homeomorphisms of the circle has been

studied: .in group theory (e.g. Brown- Geoghegan, Brin-Squierl dynamical systems

(Ghys-Sergiescu) and in connection with the braid group (Greenberg-Sergiescu).

There is a natural "globalization" of G, to a pseudogroup r of piecewise linear

homeomorphisms of the plane 1R 2
.

To each polygon P with integer corners, the group r(p) of restrictions of r to P.

appears to behave like mapping class groups; there is a natural "complex of

curves lt far example. A rigidity conjecture about the groups r(p) is supported

(very indirectly) by the fact that, roughly, at most rational points the graup

of germs of r (i) has DO torsion (ii) has vanishing Euler class (and hence,

is "dynamically simple").

c. HOG-ANGELONI

On the homotopy type of 2-complexes wlth a free product of cyclic groups

• BS fundamental group

Homotopy classification of 2-complexes has been achieved (as far as I know:

only) for n 1 finite abelian and for TI 1 free.

The algebraic problem amounts to constructing achain isomorphism as a

completion of the following diagram

CK~CK ~ CoK ~ z
2 1

11 11 11

CL ~ CL ~ C L ~ Z
2 t 0

which arises from the chain complexes of universal covering spaces.
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In the case TI 1 free (of finite rank) and X(K 2) = X(L2) such an isomorphism is

first established after passing from the integer coefficients of Zn to a field.

This result then can be Iifted to Zn.

In the present talk the first step is generalized to the ease of a free product

of arbitrary cyclic groups.

J. HOWIE

DecisloD problems in one-relator products

Joint work with Andrew Duncan.

A-BLet G =~ be a one-relator product of two locally indicable groups A, H,

where r E A - B is a proper power fand does not He in a conjugate of A or B).

If the genus problem {given <Xl' •• , an' find the least g :s: co for which

X (X X- 1
•.. X (X X- 1 [y, Z] ... [y ,Z-] = 1 has a solution in the group) is

111 nnn 11 g g

solvable for A and for B, then it is solvable ,,-for G.

Corollary: The genus problem is solvable for one-relator groups with torsion.

Y. V. KUZ'MIN

Homology of free abellanlzed extensions

I should like to surn up results on the ~opic, to outline probable directions of

fu,.ther development and to set up same problems. "'luch of the material is

contained in my recent paper "'Hornology theory of free abelianized extensions"

(Communications in Algebra 16 No 12, 1988, p. 2447-2533) but, there are also

some new unpublished results.
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M. LUSTIG

Reducible automorphisms of free groups

Recent work of Bestvina and Handel implies that every outer automorphism tV

of a free group Fn of rank TI belongs to one of the foHowing three elasses:

(1) tV has· finite order,

(2) there is a decomposition Fn = H
t
* .. , • H

r
.. H with !lJ(H

k
) = H

k
• t (mod d,.

(3) there is an action of F on some IR -tree with small arc stabilizers, such
n

that for the induced translation length funetion one has

11 tJ;(w) 11 = All w 11

for all w E Fn and a fixed "stretching factor" A > 1.

This result comes elose to a desired and conjeetured classification of free group

automorphisms in analogy to Thurston's classifieation of surface homeomorphisms.

In this seeond view a "reducibletl tV E Out Fn is an automorphism which fixes

same graph of groups decomposition of Fn (up to permutation of the building

blocks).

Theorem: 4J: F(a, b, c, cl) ~ F(a, b, c, cl);

a t-t a ca-tc a .b a, b H a ca-tc a b, eHe cl c, d H C cl belangs

to the ahove class (2) hut is not reducible in the second sense.

G. MEIGNlEZ

• Ends for groUps actJng on the real Une

We associate ta every group TI endowed with a homomorphism H inta Homeo+UR),

a set of "endstl. Formally, this is very like the· classical theory of ends of

groups. We find back Bieri-Neumann-Strebel property as a particular case, There

is also a strong link with the topology of codimension 1 foliations.
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w. METZLER

Slmple-Homotopy of hr,d)-complexes end the Andrews-Curtls-ConjectUTe for

nontrivial groups

1) Joint work with Cynthia Hog-Angeloni and Paul Latiolais.

The recent distinction of homotopy type and simple-homotopy type of

2-complexes (Metzler, Lustig) carries over to hr, d)-resolutions and thus to the

idea of a simple-homotopy theory of groups. Certain Bias-ideals in Z(7d are

crucial in this context which, in the case of TI finite, are shown to be independent

of the particular resolution.

2) For 2-complexes, the next level of distinction is the one between simple

homotopy and Andrews-Curtis-classes. 3 phenomena are presented:

cd (Joint work with C. Hog-Angelonil A stabilization theorem: After adding

suitably many copies of standard presentations of Z2 x Z" simply-homotopy

equivalent presentations become AC-equivalent ß) the difference between sh-type

and AC-classes vanishes after reducing the free group of the generators (or: of

the relator subgroup) mod arbitrarily high commutators (extension of a result

of W. Browning for n = 1); y) aseries of presentations of Zn x Zn is given,

which seem to be good candidates to distiJ'iguish sh-type and AC-classes.

M. MIHALIK

Ends of amalgamated products and HNN-extenaions

Let K be a 2-complex. Proper rays r, S: [0, 00) ~ K converge to the same end

of K if for every compact ecK, there is an integer N such that r( [N, co»)
and s([N, c;o») are contained in the same path component of R - c. :R is

semistable at co if every pair of proper rays converging to the same end of K

are properly homotopic.

•
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If G is a finitely presented group. and ~ a finite 2-c.ompJex with fundamental

group G, then the numbeJ' of ends of G is the number of ends of ~.~ the universal

cover of K. and G is semistabJe at 0:: if i.-: is semistahle at ·x. (Both nat.ions

are independent cf the choice of finite complp.x with .fundamental gt-OUp G,)

Main Theorem: If G = A *H B is an amalgamated product cf finitely presented

groups A and B over a finite))' generated group H ~ and A and B

are semistable at 0:' then G is semistable at 0:>. [If G = A • H

is an HNN- group with A finite)y presented and semistabJe at co

and H finite)}' generated then G is semistabJe at co.]

Theorem: All one reJator groups are semistahle at

F. PAULIN

Outer automorphisms of hyperbolic group6

We prove that word hyperboJic groups r. defined by M. Gromov, have a finite

outer automorphisms grqup, unless they isometrically act on an IR -tree without

aglobaI fixed point and with virtually cyclic edge stabilizers. In particular,

hyperbolic Kazhdan groups have a finite outer automorphisms group.

The idea is to consider a sequence of automorphisms cf r, and to look at the

sequence of the actions cf r by left translation twisted by the automorphisms

on a Cayley graph X of r. If two of the automorphisms are not .conjugate.

then, eventually after an extraction, the sequence of actions on X suitably

normalized converges in .a geometrie way to an action on an IR -tree, with the

desired properties.
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S. PRlDE

Groups given by presentatlons in which each deßning relator involves at most two

types of generators

Our set up will consist of the following: (i) a graph with vertex set V and

edge set E; <in for each vertex v EVa non-trivial group Gy given by a

presentation <Xv I~); Hiü for each edge e = {u.v} E E a group Ge given by ,a

presentation <Xu,Xv IRe >, where Re consists of the elements of l\, u R" together e
with some further words on X u u X . We let G = <X IR>, where X =U X ,

y yEV y

R = l J Re' Our aim is to try to describe the structure of G in terms of the groups
e~

Gy (v E Vl, Ge (e E El. We show that under suitable conditions the natural homo

morphisms Gy~ G (v E V), Ge -7 G (e E E) are injective; and that there is a short

exact sequence

o ~ ~(ZG@ IG )IStar(y)l-t -7 ~(ZG0G IG ) -7 JG ~O
v"tV G v v e~ e e

(where, for any group H, I H is the augmentation ideal), Some (co-)homological

consequences of these resülts arc derived.

S. R.OSSET

The higher lower central serles

There is an infinite sequence of functors r n (G) , r
n

(Gl is a central extension of

Yn (G), r n+l map into r n and 1: rn/ r 0+1 is a Lie algebra. •

An analogous construction in the group ring kG leads to the u.niversal enveloping

algebra of this Lie algebra.
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J.P. SERRE

AD - liftings

For n ~ 4. Jet. ] ~ {±] } --:- An --..;. An be the unique non split centraJ

extension of the a)temating group An by {± t}.

If s An is a product o( disjoint cyc]es of odd order e
oc

= er;x(s), define

e 2 - 1
v(s) 'l. and w(s) E 1.. /2 Z by '.'(5) = ~(ecx - lL W(S) :: ~ -0(-8-- {mod 2L

Let 51' .. , sk E An be such elements with TI Sj = 1; assume the group G = <5(/

generated by the 5, is transitive. Then L v(s,} ~ 2n - 2; more precisely, if g is

the genus of the ramified covering of $ 2 defined b)' the Sj' one has

L \:(SI) = 2g + 2n - 2.

Let sI An be the unique lifting of sI in An which has odd order. It is clear

that TI ~ = {± 1} in A .
1 I n

Theorem 1 If g = 0, one has ~ SI (-l)w, where w == ~ w(St) (mod 2),

For an arbitrary g, there is a similar statement, namely:

Theorem 2. n~' {_l}w+e. where e is the invariant in Z/2Z of the "theta-
- 1

charact.edstic lt of t.he ramified covering X ~ $ 2 = IP 1(tr) associated

to that covering.

(Th. 2 is itsel f a special case of a result describing the behaviour of the e

invariant of theta- characteristics under ramified coverings Y ~ X with odd

rami ficationJ

The motivation for Th. 1 is the construction of A -extensions of Q(T), n odd.
n

which are unramified quadratic extensions of the An-extensions constructed by

J.-F. Mestre.

H. SHORT

Automatie groups ud small cancellation theory

The recent definition of automatie groups l?Y Cannon. Epstein. Holt. Paterson

and Thurston is an interesting generalization of Gromov's class of hyperbolic
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groups. Recently, working with S.M. Gersten, we have shown that the C(3) - Tl6l',

C(4) - T(4) and C(6) small caneellation groups are automatie. The constructions

used also give a simple solution to the conjugacy problem for these groups·

land for hyperbolic groups).

R. STÖHJl

Homology of groups with coefflcients in exterlor powen of relation modules

Let G be a group given as a quotient G = F/R of a free group Fand let Rab

denote the relation module associated with this free presentation. The homology

of G with coefficients in exterior powers of Ra.b has been studied by Yu. V.

Kuz'min in connection with his work on the homology of free abelianized

extensions (Cornm. Algebra 16 U988L 2447-2533>' In the talk I discuss a new

approach to describing the groups HklG, AnRa.b). In particular, I present a new

proof of Kuz·min·s results on p-torsion in HklG, Am.PRa.b) (p a prime, m < p)
2

and I give adescription of the p-torsion in HklG, f\P Rab).

J. THEvENAz
Brown's complex and Alperln's conJecture

Let G be a finite group and k an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. •

A conjecture of Jonathan Alperin expresses the number of non-projective simple

kG-modules in terms of p-Iocal information U.e. in terms of normalizers of

non-trivial p-subgroups of G).
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SeveraJ statements are presented, which are aH proved to be equivalent to

Alperin's conjecture. Most of them involve Brown"s complex (the simplicial

complex of chains of non-trivial p-subgroups of G). and they are of a purely

combinatorial nature~ One of the forrnulations (joint work with Peter Webb)

involves Mackey functors and their structure theory.

P. WEBB

The stru.cture 01 Mackey functors

Joint work with T. Thevenaz.

We give a complete description of the irreducible Mackey functors and also

certain information about their projective covers. This has impact in the

different areas in which Mackey functors arise - topology, representation

theory, K-theory etc. - and has very much to da with the representations of

different subgroups of a group and the wa~ they are inter-related. Arising out

of this comes a new approach to Alperin's conjecture.
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Problemliste

1. CR. Alperin and K. Brownl Let G be a group which is the free product of

three finite subgroups A J B, C amalagamated along their intersections. Let X

be the associated l-connected 2-complex (Behr); thus G acts on X with a

2-simpJex 0 as fundamental domain and with A, B J and C as the stabilizers of

the vertices of 0; Assume that G acts faithfully on X. Let 2p, 2q, and 2r be.

the girths of the links of the vertices of o. [Thus x/Pt n/q, and 7[/r are the

Gersten-Stallings angles of the "triangle of groups" formed by A, H, C and

their intersections.J Assurne we are in the non-spherical situation, Le., l/p +

l/q + 1/r :S: 1.

Question: Is G residually finite? Is it at least virtually torsion-free? What if

we add the hypothesis that X is a building?

Remarks: (a) As the wording suggests, residual finiteness would imply that G

is virtually torsion-free. This is a consequence of results of Gersten and Stallings.

(h) For ordinary amalgamated free products O.e., two subgroups instead of three),

there is an easy algebraic argument which shows that the group is residually

finite. The same is true if X is the building associated to an algebraic group,

since G is then a linear group. But there is a specific example, constructed by

Tits, where X is an "exceptional" building and we do not know if G is virtually

torsion-free.

(c) The non-sphericity assumption is necessary. K. Brown has constructed examples

of sphericaJ triangles of finite groups, such that the amalagam G is an infinite

simple group and hence has no proper subgroups of finite index. •
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2. (Y. Kuz'mJn) Find a ttgood" deseription of the (eo)homology of a free-nilpotent

group F/ynF, where F is a free group and {rnF} is its lower eentral series. [The

Koszul complex ean be viewed as a solution in the free abelian ease.] Are the

integral homology groups torsion-free? One can ask similar questions about

free-soluble groups. In particular, does there exist 2-torsion in the odd

dimensional integral homology of a free-soluble group?

3. (K. W. Gruenberg) If K is a group aeting on a group M, let dK(M) be the

minimum number of generators of M as K-group.

Let G, H be finitely generated groups, E = G. H and E· the kernel of

E ~ GxH. What is ~(E·) in terms of d(G), d(H)? (d(G)d(H) ~ ~E·).)

4. O. - P. Serre, quoted from LNM 573, 1975) Reeall that a group G is called

coherent if every finitely generated subgroup of G is finitely presented.

Is it true that SL
3

(Z) is coherent? ('Note that SL
2

(Z) is obviously coherent, and

that SL
n

(Zl, n ~ 4, is not coherentJ

Same question far SL2(Z[~]), where p is a prime.

5. U. HUlllUlDl If G is caherent, is ZG coherent? [The converse is true if FP2

implies finite presentability.]

6. U. HlllllUlDl Suppose G is finitely presented and cdG = 2. Is def(G) =

ß
t
(G;Q}-ß

2
(G;Q)? [If so, the 2-complex associated with an optimal presentation

is aspherical.]

7. U. HlllllUlDl· Suppose G is PD
3

(3-dimensional Poincare duality groupL Is G

virtually indicable?
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8. 'U. Hllimanl Suppose G is finitely generated, has no non-abelian free subgroup,

and either is PD
3

or satisfies cdG s: 2. Is G solvable? [This is true, for example,

if the abelianization of G has rank at least 2 and ZG is coherent.]

9. U. - P. Serre, from a C. R. note of R. Spector, C. R. 276 (1973), 523-525) Let

G be a profinite group (projective limit of finite groups), which is a torsion

group: every element x of G has finite order o(x).

Is it true that G has bounded exponent, Le. that the o(xL xE G, are bounded?

10. U. - P. Serre, from a letter of j.-P. Serre to K. Vogtman, 6.10.1986) Let Fn

be a free group of rank n, n ~ 3, and let r n = Out(Fn) Aut(Fn) /Fn'

Is it tru.e that r
n

has Kazhdan's T property?

u. U. - P. Serre, from the same letter as above) If r is any group, define a "germ

of automorphisrn" of r as a class of isomorphisms cp: f'':; r", where r' and r"

are subgroups of finite index of r (two such Cf' being identified if and only if

they coincide on a subgroup of finite index of f). Such germs make a group f Q ,

the "commensurability " group of f; there is a natural map f --1 r Q'

If one applies this construction to the group r = r
n

of Problem 3, ODe gets a

group (rn)Q' Is the map r
n
~ (fn) Q an isomorphism? If not, is the cokernel

finite? (A "yes" answer would make obvious that r;.., is not arithmetic - not even

"S-arithmetic"J

12. (M. Davla) Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system and G a virtually abelian subgroup

of W. Is G conjugate to a subgroup of a standard subgroup W T' T c 5, of

the fonn
nJ.

W=WxWxTIw
T E F 1=1 I

where WEis a Euclidean Coxeter group of rank ~ 2, W F is finite, and each W
j

is an infinite standard subgroup such that. the image of G in W
t

is of rank 1?

•
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Remarks: Moussang has proved:

(U If W does not contain a standard subgroup of the above form with W E ~ 1

or m > 1, then it is ward hyperbolic and hence, any virtually abelian G is

of rank 1.

(2) Any solvable subgroup of W is virtually abelian.

13. (P. Webb) Let Ö = 6(Sp(G») denote Brown's simplicial complex of finite

p-subgroups whose simpliees are the chains Po < Pt < ... < Pn of non-identity

p-subgroups of G. Suppose G is finite. Is ß/G eontractible?

Discussian. The evidenee far an affirmative answer comes from

(8.) 6/G is mod-p aeyelie (P. J. Webb, A split. exact sequence of Mackey

funetors , preprint).

(b) In the case of a Chevalley group in defining eharacteristic p, l::i is

G-homotopy equivalent to the building, for whieh the orbit space is a single

simplex, hence contractible. (The G-homotopy equivalenee comes from Quipen,

and J. Thevenaz & P. J. Webb, Homotopy equivalence of posets with a group

action, to· appear in J. Combin. Theory Ser Al

An affirmative answer would be a help in computing l::i./G.

14. (P. Webb) With G and l::i as above, what is the minimum dimension of a

G-simplieial eomplex which can be G-homotopy equivalent to '6?

More preeisely, let

Bp(G) = {H ~ G I H = 0pNG(H)}

and let Ö(Bp(G») be the eorresponding simplicial complex. Then 6(Bp(G») is

G-homotopy equivalent to 6(C (G»). (Boue, Thevenaz-Webb) When 0 (G) = 1
p p

is dim6(B
p

(GJ) the minimum dimension which can occur?

Discussion. For Chevalley groups this is true, since 6(Hp(G») is the barycentric

subdivision of the building, and has. non-zero homology in its top dimension.
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15. U. Th'venaz) With G and 6. as above let X = 1tl.1. Assume X is eonneeted.

Does X have the homotopy type of a bouquet of spheres (of various dimensions1)

Discussion. U If G is a Chevalley group in eharaeteristie .p, then 6. is homotopy

eQuivalent to the building of G. Thus one gets a bouquet of spheres in the top

dimension. 2) There are examples giving bouquets of Sn and SlTl with n t m.

3) Hy induetion, the link of every simplex has the homotopy type of a bouquet

of spheres.

16. (M. Lustig) Every surfaee group 1t 1 Mg (Mg closed of genus g) admits a

unique free group surjection F2g ~ n
1
Mg' A weil known result assures that

every outer automorphism cp: 7r 1 Mg ~ 7r 1 Mg is induced by some outer

automorphism ~: F2g ~ F2g' Some such lifts are "good" in the sense that

growthrate (eil) = growthrate (<p), or, more generally, that ~ refleets the

geometrie properties of the Thurston-representative h: M :; M with h. = cp
g g

(For example if 4> is obtained by puneturing Mg in a prong of the stable

foliation for hl.

Question: Given <p, how can one detennin:: algebraieally a good lift ~.

An algorithmie solution to this would allow one to apply teehniques from free

group automorphisms to surfaee theory. For example, a fast solution of the

eonjugaey problem in the mapping elass group Outhr 1 Mg) eould be derived.

17. (M. Lustig) Assurne that (x I R(x» and <x'.1 S(x'}) are two finite

presentations of the same group G. Denote by <x I R(x» ..!!. (y I [w(x), y]) the •

presentation obtained from <x I R(x» by adding new generators y. and new

relatorsJw
1
, YI] with w

1
E F(x). Let)... denote a sequeneeof Andrews-Curtis

transformations on presentations (= extended Nielsen transfonnations on

generators and relators).
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Question. Does <x I R(x» .!!. (y I [w(x),y]) /~ <x: I S(x» .!!. (y I T(x,y»

[T(x,Y) stands for a collection of arbitrary elements Tl E F(x,y)] imply
3

<x IR(X» A <x' I Sex')>' .!!. <z I W(x',z»?(f~r some ~J(x',z) E F(x',z), such that

the subgroup generated by the zk is trivial).

If so, the recent simple-homotopy distinction of homotopy equivalent 2

complexes (Lust~g, Metzler> together with a strong result of Gerstenhaber

Rothaus could be employed to work out eonterexamples to the generaliz-ed

Andrews-Curtis conjecture (Le. G is non-trivial).

18. CW. Metzler) If L2
C K2 is a pair of CW-complexes and 7t 2(K

2
) = 0, does

it follows that '1T 1(L2) is torsion free? Counterexamples would also fulfill

'1T 2(L2) t. 0; hence it seems worth while to know whether this type of

counterexamples to the Whitehead - Asphericity-Conjeeture can oecUr.

19. CW. Metzler) Does "n torsion free" imply Whhr) O?

.20. Ot Bterll Is it true that if a group G contains no free subgroup of rank > 1

and is of type FPIn then so is every metabelian faetor group of G?

Remark. This is known to be true for m ~ 2 or for subgroups of GL(Q). It is

open even when G itself is metabelian. In that ease it would follow if one

could establish the FPInconjecture (a metabelian group G is of type FPrn if

and only if the geometrie invariant L(G) has the property that every m-point

subset of the complement L(G)c = SO-1 \ L(G) is contained in an open

hemisphere of So-1 = Hom(G,IRJ/IR >0 J.

21. IR. B1erO Is it true that every finitely generated group of homological

dimension hdG ~ t is free?

Remark. This is true when G is of type FP2' for in that case the augmentation

ideal I
G

<J ZG is finitely presented flat and hence projective.
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22. Ol Geogheganl 1.)Is there a finitely presented (infinite) torsion free simple

Remarks. (1) I conjeetured in 1979 that F is non-amenable and contains DO free

non-abelian subgroup, thus being a finitely presentable torsion free counter

example to von Neumann's conjecture that non amenable ~ free non-abelian

group?

Remark. Thurston suggested putting a geometry on a surface S of genus:<!: 2

based on a "smalI" pseudogroup, and proving that Aut S is the required group.

2,) LetF be the group with presentation

<XO' xl' x 2' ... I x -/ Xn xl = Xn + 1

Is F non-amenable ?

v < n)

•
subgroups. (2) Brin and Squier have proved that F has no free non-abelian

subgroup.

3'> Let X be a finite conneeted CW-complex with universal cover ~ . Let
~ 0

K
1

C K
2

C ... be a sequence of finite subcomplexes of X sueh that K
n

C K n+l

for all n, and ~ = I I K . Write U = ~\K . Let W: [0, U ~ ~ be a proper base
}( n n n

ray. There is then an inverse sequence of groups

(.) 7t 1(U
1

' w) ~ 1[ 1(U
2

, w) ~ ... whose bonds are induced by inelusions.

(a) ls (.) pro-isomorphie to a sequenee of finitely generated groups?

(h) Is (.) pro-isomorphie to a sequenee of groups where the bonds are onto?

Remarks. (U {G
n

} and {Hin} are pro-isomorphie iff 3 subsequences {Gnl} and

{Hrnt} and homomorphisms making the following diagram commute:

~ Gnk~ Gnk+
l

(

~l~l ~
~ H l11k f--- HnJ.k+l (

where the horizontals are bonds.

(2) eb) is equivalent to asking if (.) is semistable (= Mittag-Leffler).

(3) These are questions about G = 7r l (X). They are independent of choice of X,

and if G has. one end they are independent of choice of w.

Berichterstatterin: Cynthia Hog-Angeloni (Frankfurt)
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